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3D Object Representations!
•  Raw data"

o Voxels"
o Point cloud"
o Range image"
o Polygons"

•  Surfaces"
o Mesh"
o Subdivision "
o Parametric"
o Implicit"

•  Solids"
o Octree"
o BSP tree"
o CSG"
o Sweep"

•  High-level structures"
o Scene graph"
o Application specific"



Examples!
A point based representation:	

Pauly, M., Keiser, R., Kobbelt, L. P., & Gross, M., Shape modeling with point-sampled geometry. 
SIGGRAPH 2003.	

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=882319	


	

Some CSG examples:	

Guenter, B., & Gavriliu, M., Exact procedural CSG modeling for real time graphics. Microsoft 
Research Technical Report, 2005.	

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/bguenter/	

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/bguenter/docs/template.pdf	

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/bguenter/images/PGeom_0_1.mov	


	

Subdivision surfaces:	

DeRose, T., Kass, M., & Truong, T. (1998). Subdivision surfaces in character animation. 
SIGGRAPH  ’98, 85–94.	

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=280826	

	




Surfaces!
• What makes a good surface representation?"

o Accurate"
o Concise"
o Intuitive specification"
o Local support"
o Affine invariant"
o Arbitrary topology"
o Guaranteed continuity "
o Natural parameterization"
o Efficient display"
o Efficient intersections"

H&B Figure 10.46 









Implicit → Explicit 2D���
(Marching Squares Algorithm)	
















Implicit → Explicit 3D���
(Marching Cubes Algorithm)	


















3D Object Representations!
•  Raw data"

o Voxels"
o Point cloud"
o Range image"
o Polygons"

•  Surfaces"
o Mesh"
o Subdivision !
o Parametric"
o Implicit"

•  Solids"
o Octree"
o BSP tree"
o CSG"
o Sweep"

•  High-level structures"
o Scene graph"
o Application specific"



Polygon Meshes!
•  How should we represent a mesh in a computer?"

o Efficient traversal of topology"
o Efficient use of memory"
o Efficient updates"

• Mesh Representations"
o Independent faces"
o Vertex and face tables"
o Adjacency lists"
o Winged-Edge"
o Half-Edge"
o etc."

Zorin & Schroeder, SIGGRAPH 99, Course Notes 



Independent Faces!
•  Each face lists vertex coordinates"

o Redundant vertices"
o No adjacency information"



Vertex and Face Tables!
•  Each face lists vertex references"

o Shared vertices"
o Still no adjacency information"





Adjacency Lists!
•  Store all vertex, edge, and face adjacencies "

o Efficient adjacency traversal"
o Extra storage"



Partial Adjacency Lists!
•  Can we store only some adjacency relationships 

and derive others? "



Winged Edge!
•  Adjacency encoded in edges"

o All adjacencies in O(1) time"
o Little extra storage (fixed records)"
o Arbitrary polygons"



Winged Edge!
•  Example:"



Think about accessing: 
 

!faces adjacent to the current face  
 

!vertices connected to the current vertex!

More info and examples for winged edge:	

	

http://www.cs.mtu.edu/~shene/COURSES/cs3621/NOTES/model/
winged-e.html	

	


	




Simple Triangle Mesh!
•  Do not store edges at all"

o All faces have 3 vertices and 3 neighbors"

•  Store adjacency in vertices and faces"
o For each face: 3 vertices and 3 faces"
o For each vertex: N faces"

NULL 



Accessing: 
 

!faces adjacent to the current face  
 

!vertices connected to the current vertex!



3D Object Representations!
•  Raw data"

o Voxels"
o Point cloud"
o Range image"
o Polygons"

•  Surfaces"
o Mesh"
o Subdivision "
o Parametric"
o Implicit"

•  Solids"
o Octree"
o BSP tree"
o CSG"
o Sweep"

•  High-level structures"
o Scene graph"
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Surfaces!
• What makes a good surface representation?"

o Accurate"
o Concise"
o Intuitive specification"
o Local support"
o Affine invariant"
o Arbitrary topology"
Ø Guaranteed continuity "
o Natural parameterization"
o Efficient display"
o Efficient intersections"

H&B Figure 10.46 



Subdivision!
•  How do you make a smooth curve?"

Zorin & Schroeder 
SIGGRAPH 99  
Course Notes 



Subdivision Surfaces!
•  Coarse mesh & subdivision rule"

o Define smooth surface as limit of  
sequence of refinements "

Zorin & Schroeder 
SIGGRAPH 99  
Course Notes 



Key Questions!
•  How refine mesh?"

o Aim for properties like smoothness"

•  How store mesh?"
o Aim for efficiency for implementing subdivision rules"

Zorin & Schroeder 
SIGGRAPH 99  
Course Notes 
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Subdivision Surfaces – A 3D example!



42 

Applications: Computer Graphics 
Animation	




Subdivision Schemes!

Zorin & Schroeder 
SIGGRAPH 99  
Course Notes 



Visual Comparison!



Subdivision Surfaces!
•  Advantages:"

o Simple method for describing complex surfaces"
o Relatively easy to implement"
o Arbitrary topology"
o Local support"
o Guaranteed continuity"
o Multiresolution"

•  Difficulties:"
o Intuitive specification "
o Parameterization"
o Intersections"

Pixar 



Summary!

Accurate "No "Yes"
Concise "No "Yes"
Intuitive specification "No "No"
Local support "Yes "Yes"
Affine invariant "Yes "Yes"
Arbitrary topology "Yes "Yes"
Guaranteed continuity "No "Yes"
Natural parameterization "No "No ""
Efficient display "Yes "Yes"
Efficient intersections "No "No"
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